
AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEATH OF VALENCIA PILGRIM IN THE NOVEL

SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE BY KURT VONNEGUT

Kurt Vonnegut, the author of Slaughterhouse- Five, has fused together An Analysis of the Death of Valencia Pilgrim in
the Novel Slaughterhouse-Five by Kurt.

Characteristically, Vonnegut makes heavy use of repetition, frequently using the phrase "So it goes": as a
refrain when events of death, dying and mortality occur, as a narrative transition to another subject, as a
memento mori , as comic relief , and to explain the unexplained. He and his fellow POWs are marched to a
shed, where a one-armed, one-eyed corporal writes their names and serial numbers in a ledger. There's a
problem with this paper. Now, at last, he's finished the "famous Dresden book. There Billy is given shock
treatments and the doctors consider him to be crazy. Onboard the flying saucer, Billy puzzles over the
Tralfamadorian books laid out in brief knots of symbols separated by stars. Similar to the infant Jesus in the
novel's epigraph, Billy is once again cast in the role of a Christ-figure. He has been out of the mental hospital
for six months; he has graduated from the Ilium School of Optometry â€” which is ironic given that he now
prescribes corrective lenses for people with defective physical vision, yet no one understands his own
philosophical vision of the world; and he has just married Valencia Merble. The Tralfamadorian concept of
writing is similar to that which Vonnegut proposes in Chapter One. Billy closes his eyes and is unresponsive
to Robert's presence. When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Sir Thomas
Browne 's Religio Medici to twentieth century popular science e. During the war, Rosewater mistook a
year-old fireman for a German soldier and shot him. Billy prays for God to deliver him before the ceiling
collapses. She dies from carbon monoxide poisoning after an automobile accident en route to the hospital to
see Billy after his airplane crash. One reads "Slaughterhouse-Five" with that question crouched on the brink of
one's awareness. Indian Summer a period of mild weather occurring in late autumn. Silver Star a U. In a split
second, Billy is flung back to before being hurled ahead once more to the veterans' hospital. One of them is
Kurt Vonnegut. But there is so much more to this book. They state that war cannot be prevented on
Tralfamadore any more than it can on Earth. The idea of the human-Jesus is a central piece in analyzing
Pilgrim's eventual struggle with fate and free will. Jerry a German soldier. Analysis Vonnegut continues many
of the same themes established in previous chapters, namely the color imagery and the biblical allusions.
Unable to read the alien language, he is surprised that the books' tiny text is laid out in brief knots of symbols
separated by stars. If the "bum" is Everyman, then we are all adopted children of God; we are all Christs and
should treat each other accordingly. Lazzaro vows to avenge Weary's death by killing Billy, because revenge
is "the sweetest thing in life. In the aftermath of war, he finds life meaningless. The night of their wedding,
Billy travels through a series of experiences: to the prison hospital, to his father's funeral, back to the prison
hospital, to and his being reproached by his daughter, Barbara, and to the Tralfamadore zoo. Hage After his
return to the US, in , Kurt Vonnegut married his first wife and tried to re-establish as a student of anthropology
at a university in Chicago. It sounds crazy. He segues to the story of Billy Pilgrim: "Listen: Billy Pilgrim has
come unstuck in time," thus the transition from the writer's perspective to that of the third-person, omniscient
Narrator. There are no causes, no effects. It does not change. And nope, we don't source our examples from
our editing service! In their relationship is not the protector, but the protected one, which is typical for an
anti-hero. The Tralfamadorians are described as being able to see in four dimensions, simultaneously
observing all points in the space-time continuum. Though relatively unimportant, he seems to be the only
American before the bombing of Dresden to understand what war can do to people. From that moment the
three wanderers Billy has met help him to stay alive while they flee from German soldiers. Eliot introduces
Billy to the clever but poorly written science-fiction novels of a writer named Kilgore Trout.


